
Congressman Bobby Rush 
 
Congressman Bobby Rush, a legendary figure in modern American politics and has exhibited 
extraordinary leadership long before his 1992 election to Illinois' First Congressional District, 
where he continues to serve. Rush was born in Albany, Georgia, on November 23, 1946, under 
extremely segregated conditions. Rush’s family moved to Chicago in 1953, when he was seven 
years old. 
 
In 1963, at the age of seventeen, Rush enlisted in the U. S. Army and served honorably until 
1968. Later, Rush made history when he formed the Illinois chapter of the Black Panther Party 
after having been inspired by the activism of Stokely Carmichael and others. During this time, 
Rush formed the Free Medical Clinic in Chicago. It was later that Rush would confront the 
political establishment with a more traditional approach. 
 
Rush ran for alderman of Chicago's Second Ward in 1975, but lost the election. Rush later won 
that same seat in 1983; and he continued to serve as an alderman until 1992, when he was 
elected to the U.S. House of Representatives. Congressman Bobby L. Rush is a transcendent 
and influential American leader who keeps his legislative and policy interests focused on the 
needs of his constituents in the 1st Congressional District of Illinois, with an emphasis on the 
most vulnerable and the communities that feel left behind.  He believes deeply in the redemptive 
power of the human spirit and in human ingenuity and tenacity.  In office since 1993, Rush 
stands on the shoulders of a long line of patriots and public servants who have gone before him 
and his life is an example of our nation’s fundamental promise and his work reflects a deep 
determination to bend the arc of government resources and innovation towards the needs of 
every American — whether they live on our nation’s main streets or its side streets.  
 
Chicago and its surrounding communities are a snapshot of the diversity that is found across 
America.  While large parts of Rush’s district include communities that house world-class health 
and educational institutions and a diverse array of businesses, there are others where youth 
unemployment and acts of violence are far too common.  Rush has focused on providing a 
public policy approach to creating jobs, tackling gun violence, and making communities 
safer.  Rush is an honorably discharged veteran of the United States Army and an ordained 
minister with a Master’s Degree in Theology.  Rush has honorary doctorate degrees from the 
Virginia University of Lynchburg, Roosevelt University, and the Illinois Institute of Technology 
(IIT).  In addition to his Congressional responsibilities, Rush is the pastor of the Beloved 
Community Christian Church of God in Christ in Chicago.  Rush listens to his constituents with a 
pastor’s ear and acts on their needs through hard work, empathy, and a commitment to public 
service. 
 


